
Abstract. Background/Aim: While in many Western countries
the number of tonsillectomies decreases significantly, there is
an increasing incidence of oropharyngeal carcinomas. For,
obviously, removal of the tonsils will reduce individual risk for
tonsil cancer, the question of tonsillectomy as a prevention
strategy is suggested. This study focused on this question by
carrying out a literature research. Materials and Methods: A
literature research was performed (www.pubmed.gov; Search
words: tonsillectomy, oropharyngeal cancer, tonsil cancer,
prevention) without applying additional filters. Results: Out
of the 16 identified studies, three population-based studies
were evaluated. Individual incidence of tonsil cancer is
significantly lower after removal of tonsils; however, risk
elimination by tonsillectomy has not been proven. One of the
studies revealed increasing numbers of base of the tongue
cancer after previous tonsillectomy. Conclusion: The increase
in oropharynx carcinomas can currently be attributed not to
the decreasing tonsillectomy rates, but to the increase in HPV
infections. A previous tonsillectomy reduces the individual risk
of developing tonsil carcer. Tonsillectomy as prevention for
oropharyngeal cancer cannot be recommended and may even
be a disadvantage concerning base of the tongue cancers.

Tonsillectomy (TE) is one of the most common interventions
in the field of otorhinolaryngology, but the frequency of the
procedure is declining rapidly in many Western countries. This
development, which has been well documented in many
European countries and in North America in the last five
decades, can also be observed in Germany (1, 2). The
incidence of oropharyngeal cancer (OCA), especially tonsil
cancer (TCA) has been increasing in the last decades (3, 4);
the stationary case numbers are also steadily increasing in
Germany for both entities (Figure 1). Since a carcinoma
manifestation is not possible on an organ that no longer exists,
the question arises whether TE is justified as a "carcinoma
prophylaxis" to avoid TCA/OCA. The aim of the present study
was to answer this question based on literature search.

Materials and Methods

A literature search in Pubmed (5) was carried out using the search
words “tonsillectomy, oropharyngeal cancer, tonsil cancer and
prevention” without the application of further filters. Studies
unrelated to the subject or opinions were excluded. The procedure
is shown in Figure 2 and followed the validated PRISMA
recommendation (6). Studies not published in German or English
were also excluded. 

Results

Out of 16 identified studies, three were related to the aim of
this study (Figure 2; Table I). All studies were population-
based; two cases included historical patient material (7, 8),
and one case (9) with more recent data. All studies support
the presumption that a previous TE reduces the individual
risk of developing TCA; none of the studies, however, was
able to demonstrate a risk elimination of TCA by TE. In one
study, TE increased the risk of developing a base of the
tongue cancer (BOTCA), especially in cases with a human
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papilloma virus (HPV)-positive status and a TE performed
at a young age. The date of carcinoma diagnosis was proved
to be decisive in one of the studies, and in another, the time
of TE (Table I). 

Discussion

In view of the increase in (HPV-positive) OCA, especially
TCA, the question arises as to whether this can be explained
in the context of the decreasing number of tonsillectomies
internationally (10). This study aimed to clarify the potential
of TE to prevent carcinogenesis in the tonsils or even in the
entire oropharynx (3, 11). According to our research, only
three population-based studies (7-9) with a focus on this
subject have been published (Table I).

All studies (7-9) show that the individual probability of
developing TCA is reduced after a TE (Table I). Fakhry et al.
(7) also confirmed this, but showed that a high proportion of
diagnostic tonsillectomies had been carried out in the patients
included in their study. The collective was then stratified by
age and a significant risk reduction for OCA/TCA was
demonstrated for patients younger than 60 years of age (not
significant for the BOTCA). In contrast, for patients >60 years
of age with a BOTCA, a significant increase in risk was found
by TE (not significant when diagnosing OCA/TCA).
Regarding the survival rate, patients benefited from a TE
carried out within one year before OCA/TCA compared to
patients who had an earlier TE or not at all. 

According to the results of Zevallos et al. (9), a TE
reduced the risk of a TCA to one-fifth but increased the risk
of BOTCA by two times and had no influence on the
development of other head and neck carcinomas (HNCA).
At the time of TE, a distinction was made between children

(<13 years) and teenagers/adults (>13 years). In addition,
various risk factors were identified (high number of sexual
partners, >10 pack-years, HPV status). The effect on
BOTCA and TCA was even intensified by a TE carried out
in childhood or with a positive HPV status, for which there
are no scientifically plausible explanations.

Chaturvedi et al. (8) used the data of 225,718 patients
with a history of TE, most of whom were under 20 years of
age (median: 16 years). Out of 144 patients with HNCA, the
rate of those with malignancies in the oropharynx, tonsils
and head-neck within a year after TE equally increased. This
finding was attributed to the diagnostic importance of TE.
Subsequently, TE had an impact only on risk reduction for
acquiring TCA, not on the other entities. 

Almost at the same time with these three studies, Gayar
reported a significant increase in OCA in the US between
1973 and 2009, especially among younger patients (12). The
figures of the Federal Statistical Office could not prove such
a development between 2000 and 2018: the number of cases
with both TCA and OCA increased only in the group of over
65 years of age (Table II). 

The lack of risk reduction for other HNCA indicates that
biological or immunological effects of TE on the pathogenesis
of carcinomas do not appear to exist (11). The effect of TE on
TCA and OCA mainly concerns HPV-positive carcinomas;
carcinomas of the mucosa and scar tissue after a TE were
usually associated with tobacco/alcohol exposition. The
accumulation of HP viruses in lymphatic tissue is discussed
as causative for carcinoma development (9). 

Statistically, the studies analyzed in our research excluded
a monocausal rise of the incidence of TCA and OCA due to
the decline in TE. The authors consider the increase in HPV
infections as the main reason (7-9). Fakhry et al. (7)
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Figure 1. Numbers of inpatients with tonsil cancer (TCA) and oropharyngeal cancer (OCA) in Germany. 



determined that most patients were younger than 20 years of
age at the time of TE and older than 59 years of age at the
time of carcinoma diagnosis. They compared the 1.1%
annual decline in TE with the 6.0% annual increase in OCA,
which excludes monocausality. In addition, of the total
collective of patients with a carcinoma 1% had the TE more
than a year ago and 3.4% less than a year ago, while 95.6%
had an earlier TE or not at all. 

In Germany, the strongest relative increase in OCA was
found in females (66% vs. 32%; Figure 1), despite significantly
higher TE frequency than in males. This is an important
argument against a monocausal relationship between the
frequency of TE and the incidence of OCA/TCA (2).

Since causal relationships cannot be formulated, prophylactic
TE is rejected by all authors. Another important reason why TE
is not justified is the risk of surgery. Calculations by Fakhry et
al. (7) showed that a prophylactic TE would reduce the
incidence of TCA from 3.64 to 1.52 annual cases/100,000. The
gain would not be related to postoperative morbidity and
mortality risk (13, 14). In addition, a prophylactic TE accepts
an unknown number of patients who would never have had
carcinoma but would have expected potential effects on the
immune system and development of secondary diseases; apart
from the associated costs for the payers (15).

On the other hand, in at-risk patients, trying to prevent the
development of an OCA by a TE seems desirable. The
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Figure 2. PRISMA-Flow diagram.



problem is the lack of biomarkers to identify at-risk patients
(7). Only if precancerous lesions, similar to cervical cancer,
could be detected by appropriate risk stratification (e.g.
biomarkers, imaging, cytology) a TE would most likely
prevent the manifestation of a TCA (7). With HPV
positiveness in saliva of 1% of the American general
population between 14 and 69 years of age, this marker
would affect 2.13 million people, only a fraction of whom
will develop a TCA (16). Since it is usually years between
the detection of HPV seroposivity and the development of
an OCA, intensive clinical monitoring is currently
appropriate in HPV-positive patients (16). So far, only the
number of oral sex partners has been identified as a risk
factor (17). Apart from the uncertainty of anamnestic data,

80% of OCA occurs in non-promiscuous patients. Moreover,
reduction in other OCA, which amounts to 30-40%, could
not be demonstrated after TE. This finding is also
inconsistent with TE being prophylactic, too. Finally,
Zevallos was able to show that BOTCA is even more
common after TE (7, 9). 

Instead of the prophylactic TE, all studies recommend
primary prevention by vaccination (7-9). This has been the
case with the vaccination for cervix uteri carcinoma.
However, the results of this vaccination can only be expected
in decades, provided that vaccination rates are sufficient. In
Germany, vaccination is now paid by health insurances and
is recommended for adolescents of both sexes from the age
of 13. In other countries, acceptance of the vaccine is rather
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Table I. Epidemiologic studies.

Author                    Country         TE (n)       Carcinoma (n)        Period        TCA Risc-reduction          Results 

Chaturvedi (4)        Sweden         225.718         144 KHCA       1970-2009              69-83%                   •   Significant risk reduction for TCA
                                                                                                                                                                     •   No risk reduction for OCA/HNCA
                                                                                                                                                                     •   crucial HPV status not affected by TE 
                                                                                                                                                                     •   Identification of at-risk patients not possible
                                                                                                                                                                     •   HPV vaccination and detection/treatment 
                                                                                                                                                                         of precancerous lesions is essential
                                                                                                                                                                     •   prophylactic TE is not recommended
Fakhry (7)              Danmark        90.755           2788 TCA        1977-2012             60% (all)                  •   Significant risk reduction for <60 years 
                                                                                                                             85% (<60 years)               with TCA/OCA 
                                                                                                                                                                     •   Significant risk increase for >60 years 
                                                                                                                                                                         with BOTCA
                                                                                                                                                                     •   Prophylactic TE without biomarkers 
                                                                                                                                                                         with predictive value is not recommended
Zevallos (22)              US                544              198 TCA         2002-2006                 78%                     •   TE increases BOTCA risk; TE <13. LJ 
                                                                          of 361 OCA                                                                          and HPV-positive (!) enhance this effect
                                                                                                                                                                     •   TCA risk does not depend on time of TE
                                                                                                                                                                     •   The effect of TE is more detectable 
                                                                                                                                                                         in HPV-positive status
                                                                                                                                                                     •   Prophylactic TE is not recommended

TE: Tonsillectomy; TCA: tonsil cancer; OCA: oropharyngeal cancer; HNCA: head and neck cancer; BOTCA: base of the tongue cancer; HPV:
Human papilloma virus.

Table II. Number of inpatients per 100,000 inhabitants.

                                        2000   2001  2002  2003   2004  2005   2006  2007   2008   2009   2010   2011    2012   2013    2014   2015   2016   2017   2018

Tonsil cancer
<45 years                          1         1         1         1         1         1        1        1          1         1         1         1         1         1         0          0         0         0         0
<65 years                        13       12       13       12       13       13      14      14        15       15       15       16       15       15       15        15       14       14       13
≥65 years                          8         8         8         7         8         8        8        9        10       10       11       12       12       12       12        13       14       14       14

Oropharyngeal cancer
<45 years                          2         1         1         1         1         1        1        1          1         1         1         1         1         1         1          1         1         1         0
<65 years                        24       24       23       23       24       25      26      26        28       28       28       28       26       26       27        26       23       23       24
≥65 years                        13       12       12       12       13       14      15      16        17       18       19       20       20       21       21        23       23       22       24



sobering; in 2013, 14% of male adolescents in the US were
vaccinated (vaccination was introduced in 2009). In Europe,
the proportion of vaccinated individuals reaches an average
of 17%, whereas in England and Portugal around 80% (11).

Conclusion 

Three studies were identified to report on the decrease in TE
cases and the increasing incidence of OCA/TCA. There is no
monocausal link between the two phenomena. HPV prevalence
is primarily suspected as causal by all authors. HPV status and
age in TE as well as in cancer diagnosis also play a role. The
final assessment of the subject requires prospective studies. 

TE reduces, but does not eliminate, individual TCA risk.
Biomarkers and typing characteristics of precancerous
conditions of OCA/TCA are currently not available for the
identification of at-risk patients. “Prophylactic TE” cannot
be scientifically justified. 
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